Why Buy the Mincon MP55?

The Mincon MP55 is a Universal hammer that can be used in almost any drilling application. It is a field proven technology that delivers superior penetration rates versus other manufacturers.

Like all Mincon DTH hammers, the Mincon MP55 maintains excellent operating pressure over an extended service life and overall is the tool you require to get the maximum out of all your equipment.

Mincon Products are all manufactured in house, and all processes are carried out under the one roof. This guarantees that the quality you “Expect” is always delivered.

Design Highlights:

► Patented features maximize energy output and reduce service requirements.
► Fewer internal components minimize service requirements.
► Valveless, high frequency design ensures smooth operation.
► Reversible hardened wear sleeve for optimum wear resistance even in the most abrasive conditions.
► Multi-start threads on backhead and chuck ensure easy coupling/uncoupling of hammer.
► Unique internal mount system eliminates the need for wear shims and special assembly tools.
► All critical internal components are heat treated under strict control to maximize tool longevity.
► An overall cost-effective and user friendly tool for use in the most demanding conditions.

Applications:
- Blast Hole
- Water Well
- Environmental
- Exploration
- Construction

‘The Driller’s Choice’

“LEADERS IN THE FIELD OF DRILLING TECHNOLOGY”